
Tremper Theatre Program 

Brick Plate Order Form 

 

Over the years, our program has continually looked for fundraising opportunities in order to purchase updated 

equipment and cover production expenses. With the recent renovations in the performance spaces we have 

developed a new fundraiser, and also a method of appreciating our alumni and patrons. We will be selling metal 

memorial plates to cover bricks on the eastern wall of the Studio Theatre, where they will be seen by any patron 

entering the space. The metal plates are able to feature names, dates, special quotes, show titles or any other well 

wishes. The breakdown of pricing and  

 

_____  Bronze Plate  Cost: $100  Guaranteed posting 5 years minimum 

 

_____  Silver Plate Cost: $200  Guaranteed posting of 8 years minimum 

 

_____  Gold Plate Cost: $300  Guaranteed posting of 10 years minimum 

All check payments should be made out to Tremper Thespian Society 

 

Plate Features 

Each plate can feature two forms of text: a primary text, and a secondary text.  The secondary text will be italicized 

and appear small than the primary text.  The primary text is able to take up more than one line of space on the plate.  

Please refer to the picture below for an example.   In the spaces provided, please clearly write your desired 

information. 
 

Primary Text Line (Required): 

 

 

If you are only utilizing one or more lines on the plate, this will appear as the center line. 
 

Secondary Text Line (Optional): 

 

 

If you are utilizing more than one line on the plate, this will appear below the center line. 
 

 

Plate Text Layout:     Example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please include your contact information on this form in case there are any clarifications or concerns with the 

creation of your plate: 

 

Name: ___________________________________ Phone: _________________________________ 

 

Email: _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Primary Text Line (Required) 

Additional Primary Text Space 

 

Secondary Text Line (Optional) 


